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We construct connected, locally connected, almost regular, countable, Urysohn spaces. This 
answers a problem of G.X. Ritter. We show that there are 2’ such non-homeomorphic spaces. 
We also show that there are 2’ non-homeomorphic spaces which are further rigid. We discuss 
the group of homeomorphisms of such spaces. 
The following question was raised by G.X. Ritter: Does there exist a countable connected 
locally connected Urysohn space which is almost regular? We answer this question in the affirmative 
and in fact, show that not only are there as many as 2’ such spaces but that there are just as 
many rigid spaces with the same properties. Furthermore we show that every countable Urysohn 
space is a subspace of such a space. We also prove that every countable group is isomorphic to 
the group of autohomeomorphisms of some connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn 
space. Examples are given of groups of order c which can be represented in this manner. 
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Introduction 
A topological space X is said to be almost regular if it contains a dense set of 
regular points. If for each pair p, 4 of distinct points of X there are open subsets 
U and V with disjoint closures and containing p and 4 respectively, then we say 
that X is a Urysohn space. It is well-known that a countable connected Hausdorff 
space cannot be regular. Consequently, examples of spaces which are countable 
connected and Hausdorff (or Urysohn), are somewhat complicated. Nevertheless, 
* This author is indebted to (1) The Anglo-American Corporation, South Africa, and the Council 
for Scientific and Industrial Research, South Africa, for their grants which made this research possible, 
and (2) The Department of Mathematics of the University of Toledo, Ohio, where this research was 
done during the period 1981-1982. 
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we do have examples of countable Hausdorff spaces in [ 11, [2], [3], [l 11, [ 121, [ 151 
and [17]. In [4], [7], [19], [20] and [21] we have examples of countable Urysohn 
spaces. The spaces in [4], [ll], [17] and [19] are also locally connected, while that 
in [20] is regular at exactly one point. The first examples of countable connected 
Urysohn spaces that are almost regular were given by Kannan and Rajagopalan 
[lo] and by Vought [22]. 
In [19] G.X. Ritter posed the following problem: Does there exist a countable 
connected locally conected Urysohn space which is almost regular? We shall show 
that there are as many as 2’ (where c is the cardinality of the continuum) such 
spaces. In addition we shall show that there are 2’ rigid spaces which are countable 
connected locally connected Urysohn and almost regular (a topological space X is 
rigid provided that the identity function is the only autohomeomorphism of X). 
The last section of this paper is concerned with representing certain groups as 
autohomeomorphism groups of suitable countable connected locally connected 
Urysohn spaces which are almost regular. Results in this direction can be found in 
[3] and [12]. In [3] J. DeGroot showed that every group is isomorphic to the 
automorphism of some coloured directed graph. Using this result, he proved that 
for any group G these exists a connected locally connected metric space whose 
autohomeomorphism group is isomorphic to G. Using the above result of DeGroot, 
we show that every countable group is ismorphic to the autohomeomorphism group 
of some countable connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn space. Since 
we are dealing with countable spaces only, the methods of DeGroot [3] and Kannan 
and Rajagopalan [12] are no longer valid for groups of order c. This is so because 
the cardinality of the graph corresponding to a group of order c is c. Nevertheless, 
we are able to prove that certain groups of order c are isomorphic to the 
autohomeomorphism group of some countable connected locally connected almost 
regular Urysohn space.’ 
Section 1 
In [8] it was proved that there are 2’ countable connected Urysohn spaces each 
of which is almost regular and has a regular dispersion point which we denote by 
00. Let S be one of these spaces. Then S has the following properties: 
(i) S-(x} is connected for all XE S, x f ~0, 
(ii) S -{co} is totally disconnected, and 
(iii) S is locally connected only at 00. 
Let r be any regular point of S distinct from co. We shall refer to I and CO as the 
special points of S or sometimes as the endpoints of S. Consequently we denote S 
by S(r, co). Let S( p, a) and S(q, b) be distinct homeomorphic copies of S(r, 00) 
* The referee has pointed out that reference [23]. which had not appeared in print at the time of 
writing this paper, contains a different solution to Ritter’s problem and that our paper is more general 
and contains more results than [23]. 
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where p and q are the images of r while a and b are the images of 0;: under the 
homeomorphisms. 
We shall now construct a countable connected almost regular Urysohn space 
X(a, 6) which contains S( p, a) u S(q, 6) and has the following properties: 
(i) X(a, b)-(x) is connected for all XE X(a, b), 
(ii) X( a, b) -{a, 6) is totally disonnected, and 
(iii) X(u, b) is locally connected only at a and b. 
For each point x of S( p, a), x # a, we take a copy E,(x, b) of the space S(r, ~0) and 
identify its special points with x and 6, respectively. Similarly for each y of S(q, b), 
y # b, we take a copy E,( y, a) of S( r, 00) and identify its special points with y and 
a, respectively. Let G-, = 0, G, = S( p, a) u S(q, b) and Gi be the union of GO with 
all the E,(y, u)‘s and E,(x, b)‘s attached as above (see the diagram below where 
we show the first two stages of the construction of X(u, b)). Now suppose that we 
have defined G,, n 2 1. For each x E G, - G,_i there is a point z E G,_i such that 
either XE E,,(r, a) or XE E,,(z, 6). In the first case we take a copy E,+i(x, b) of 
S(r, 00) and identify its special points with x and b, respectively. In the second case 
we identify the special points of E,,, (x, a) with x and a, respectively. Let Gn+, be 
the union of G, together with all the copies of S(r, ~0) attached as above. 
First two stages of construction of the space X(u, b). 
U b S(q, b) 
E,(Y, a) 
I I A 
I A I 
I w ’ J.%(L a) 
I 





The vertical lines represent the identifications. 
Define X(u, b) to be 
i? G,. 
n-0 
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We shall refer to the subset G,- G,_i, n a 0. as the nth level of the space X If 
n 2 1, then x can be written as x,&i. The subscript n denotes the level in which x 
lies. a is either a or b. d is a point in the (n - 1)st level of X such that x is the ith 
point of &(d,a), ieN. If d~E,_,(d,_,,a) then a=b while ~=a if de 
E,,_,(d,_,, b), where dn-2 E G,_2- Gn-3. If x E G,, and x Z a, 6, then x can be written 
as &pi or Xopbir iEN.IfweletL.={xndai:a=aifnisoddandcr=bifniseven} 
then we may think of L as those points of X( a, b) below Go and U = X( a, b) - L 
as the zero level points together with the points above Go. We now define a topology 
on X(u, b) by specifying a neighborhood base for each x E X(a, 6). By B,,(x) we 
shall mean an open subset of E,,(d, a) containing x. B,(x) will denote the closure 
of B,(x) in E,(d, a). Assume without loss of generality that x = x&r E U. If n is 
odd (Y = b while (Y = a if n is even. 
Case 1. n 3 1 is odd 
Choose B,(x) such that b, de B,(x). Now define a basic neighborhood N(x) of 
x to be the smallest subset of X(u, b) such that 
(i) N(x) 2 B,,(x), and 
(ii) if i>n and YEN(X) then, No& where Bi(y)cEi(y,a), Q=U orb, 
and (Y e B,(y). 
We shall refer to B,(x) as the platform of N(x). 
Case 2. n is even 
Choose B,,(x) such that a, de B,(x) and define N(x) as in Case 1. 
Case3. n=O 
(i) xf uorb. 
If x E S( p, a) choose B,(x) c S( p, a) with a E B,(x) and if XE S(q, b) choose 
B,,(x) c S(q, 6) with bg B,(x). 
Define N(x) as in Case 1 with B,(x) as the platform of N(x). 
(ii) x = a. 
Let & be an open neighborhood of u in S( p, a) and let 
B,=u{B,(~~):u#x,~B~and b~BI(xo)cEl(x,,, b)}. 
Assume that we have defined B, for all n 3 1. We now define B,+i. 
case (i). n is odd. 
Let 
B n-t-1 =U P,+,(x, a>: x E G - Gn-,I 
where B,,+, (x, a) = I&+,(x, a) if x E B, and B,+i(x, a) = B,+i(a) (which is an open 
subset of E,+,(d,, a) containing a) with x~B,,,(a) if xe B,. 
case (ii). n is even. 
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Let 
B n+l = U {B,+,(x): x E B,, bg B,+,(x) = E,+l(x, 6)). 
Let 
BU= fi B,. 
n=O 
Now for each y,~ S(q, b)-(b) let B’, ={B’,(yo, a): yog B’,(y,, a)} where B;(yO, a) = 
B’,(u) is an open set containing a in E,(y,, a). If n > 1 define BL similarly to Bn+,. 
Let BL = lJz=, BL. Define BLUBU = N(u) to be a basic neighborhood of U. 
(iii) N( 6) is defined similarly to N(u). 
The following Lemma will prove useful later. 
Lemma 1.1. Let N(x) be a basic neighborhood of x E X(u, b). Then N(x) is the 
union of the closures of the open subsets of each homeomorphic copy of S(r, ~0) of 
which N(x) is composed. 
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that x E U and that x E E,(d,_,, a). We 
shall prove the Lemma if x is an element of level n s 1. If x E Go the proof is similar 
and will be omitted. 
Let C be the union of the closures of the open subsets of each homeomorphic 
copy of S( r, co) of which N(x) is composed. 
Clearly Cc N(x). We prove the reverse containment by contrapositiveness. 
Assume z E C and consider the following cases: 
(1) ZEL or ZEG,-G,_, and zEE,(d,_,.u). We can choose N(z) arbitrarily 
so that N(z)nN(x)=0. 
(2) ZE E,,(d,_,, a)-B,(x). Choose B,(z) disjoint from B,(x) and such that 
a, da B,(z). Then N(z) with B,,(z) as platform is disjoint from N(x). 
(3) z is in level m. 14 m < n, i.e. z E E,,,(d, Q), a = a or b. There exists a sequence 
d,-,, d,, . . . , d,-, such that diEEi(di_l,a), mci<n and CX=U or 6. 
(i) If d, c E,,,(d, a) we choose N(z) arbitrarily. 
(ii) If d,EE,(d, a) and zf d, choose B,(z) such that d,,,gB,,,(z) to be the 
platform of N(z). 
(iii) If z = d,, we choose B,(z) such that a, d,_l E B,(z) and B,+,(z) such that 
d m+l~BB,+l(z) (and XFZB,+,(Z) if m=n-1). 
In each case we have that N(z) n N(x) = 0. 
(4) If z E Go and z # a or 6, then by an argument similar to the one given in (3) 
above shows that z ti N(x). 
(5) z = u. There exists a sequence of points do, d,, . . . , d,_l such that doE S(u, p) 
and djE Ej(dj_1, a), 1 sic n, (Y = a or b. Choose B. so that d,E Bo. If i is odd 
choose Bi such that b t? Bi. If i is even choose Bi such that d,-,, di E B,. For i = n 
choose B,, disjoint from B,(x). If i> n, Bi is arbitrary and so is BL. It follows that 
N(u) is disjoint from N(x). 
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(6) If z = b, we choose N(b) similarly to N(a). 
The above cases show that z E C implies that z E’ N(x). 
Theorem 1.2. The topological space X(a, 6) is 
(1) connected, 
(2) locally connected only at a and b, 
(3) almost regular, and 
(4) Urysohn. 
Proof. (1) X(a, b) is connected since GO is connected and the inductive process 
merely attaches further connected sets as to we pass to G,, G,+i, etc. 
(2) In the definition of N(a) we can choose B,_, to be connected since S(r, ~0) is 
locally connected at co. Also we can choose B, u B,+i, n 3 1 to be connected since 
S(r, 00) is connected and locally connected at cc. N(a) is then a union of connected 
sets joined together at a. N(b) can be chosen in a similar manner. X(a, b) is locally 
connected at no other point since S(r, 00) is locally connected only at 00. 
(3) Let R = {x: x is a regular point in some homeomorphic opy of S( r, CO)}. Then 
clearly R is dense in X(a, b). It remains to show that each point of R is a regular 
point of X(a, b). To avoid being long-winded we shall consider the case x E U and 
X =Xndait n >O. 
Let N(x) be a basic neighborhood of x. Since x is a regular point of E,(d, a), 
there is an open set B;(x) c &(d, a) such that B;(x) = B,,(x). Now each point 
z E B;(x) is a regular point of E,+i(z, b) ( since z is a special point of E,,+,(z, b)). 
Choose B:+,(z) such that mc B,+,(z) for each z E B;(x). We continue this 
process inductively to obtain a basic neighborhood N’(x). From Lemma 1.1 we 
have N’(x)c N(x), i.e. x is a regular point of X(a, b). 
(4) If x and y are distinct points of X in the same level but in different copies 
of S(r, 00) or if x E u is of x&oit n>O, a=a or b, and YEL then, N(x) and 
N(y) can be easily chosen to have disjoint closures. If x and y are in the same copy 
of S(r, 00) then, choose N(x) and iV( y) with platforms whose closures are distinct 
(since S(r, a) is Urysohn). N(x) and N(y) are disjoint by Lemma 1. 





y # a or b is in a lower level m < n. Choose N(y) as in (3) of the proof of 
Lemma 1.1. 
y = a. Choose N(a) and N(x) as in (5) of the proof of Lemma 1.1 but with -- 
B,(a)n&(x)=0. 
y = 6. Similar to (ii) above. 
y is in a higher level m > n. This case is similar to (i) above. 
The proof for the remaining cases is similar and will therefore be omitted. 
Theorem 1.3. (1) X(a, b) -{x} is connected for all x E X(a, b). 
(2) X( a, b) -{a, b} is totally disconnected. 
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Proof. (1) The only cut point of the set S(r, cc) is CO. Therefore, if x f a, b, then 
X(a, b)-(x) is connected. If x = a, then every point of X(a, b)-(u) lies either in 
S(q, b) or in E,,,(d, 6) for some positive integer m and for some point d in the 
(~tl - 1)st level. Hence X(u, 6) -{a} is connected. A similar argument holds if x = b. 
(2) G,-{a, 6) is totally disconnected and as we pass to G,, G,+i, . . . , n E N, we 
merely attach further totally disconnected sets to the previous level. Hence X(u, b) - 
{a, b} is totally disconnected. 
Remark 1.4. Using an argument similar to the one used in the proof of 1 of Theorem 
1.2, it follows that X(u, b) -{x, y} is connected for all x, YE X(u, b), provided that 
the pair (x, y) Z (a, b). 
The proof of the following Theorem is similar to that of Theorem 10 in [9]. 
Theorem 1.5. There exist 2’ mutually non-homeomorphic countable connected almost 
regular Urysohn spaces having exactly the same properties us the space X(u, b). 
Section 2 
In this Section we construct a countable, connected, locally connected Urysohn 
space which is almost regular. This example answers the question raised by G.X. 
Ritter [19] in the affirmative. We shall, in fact, show that there are 2’ such spaces. 
The building block of our example is the space X(u, b) constructed in Section 1. 
The points a and b will be referred to as special points of X(u, b). The method 
used in our construction is similar to that used by Jones and Stone [6]. 
Take Lo = C, homeomorphic to X(u, b) -{a, b}. For every pair (x, y) of points 
of L,, take a homeomorphic copy C,(x, y) of the space X(u, 6) and identify its 
special points with x and y, respectively. Let Li be the union of Lo with all these 
C,(x, y)‘s attached as above. 
Suppose that we have already defined L,, II EN. To each pair (x, y) of points in 
L, -L,_,, such that x, y E C,(r, s) for some (r, s) E L,,_*, we attach a copy C,+i(x, y) 
of X(u, b), identifying its special points with x and y. We let L,+, be the union of 
L, with all these C,+i(x, y)‘s attached as above. Define X to be Uz=O L,. 
We now define a topology on X by specifying a neighborhood base at each point. 
Each x E X lies either in LO or in L, -L,_, for some unique n E N. In the latter 
case there is a unique copy C,(y, z) of X(u, 6) such that y, z E L,-l and x E C,(y, z). 
Let N,,(x) be a basic neighborhood of x in C,(y, z). If x E L,, we shall denote its 
basic neighborhood in C, by N,,(x). Recall that a, b g N,(x) where the closure is 
taken in C,(y, z). 
We now define a basic neighborhood O(x) of x to be the smallest subset of X 
such that 
(i) O(x) = N,(x), (O(x) = K(x) if x E Lo), 
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(ii) if ian and y,z~O(x), then C,(y,z)cO(x) (if XEC, take n=l), 
(iii) if i 2 n and y E O(x), then O(x) 3 Ni( y) for some basic neighborhood Ni(y) 
of y in every copy Ci(y, z) homeomorphic to X(U, 6) (if x E Go take n = 1). 
We shall refer to iV,( x) (No(x) if x E G,) as the platform of the basic neighborhood 
O(x). 
The proof of the following Lemma is similar to that of Lemma 1.1 and is therefore 
omitted. 
Lemma 2.1. Let O(x), as defined above, be a basic neighborhood of x E X. Then 
O(x) = U {[Ci(Y, z): Y7 z E otx)lIu UCNOI): YE o(x)lI9 
iz-n irn 
where the closures on the right side are taken in the relevant homeomorphic copies 
of X(a, b). 
Theorem 2.2. The basic open sets O(x), x E X, define a topology which makes X 
(1) connected, locally connected and Urysohn, and 
(2) almost regular. 
Proof. (1) See [6] for the relevant details. (2) The result follows from a proof 
similar to that of part (3) of Theorem 1.2 together with Lemma 2.1. 
Corollary 2.3. Any countable Urysohn space Y is a subspace of some countable 
connected locally connected Urysohn space which is almost regular. 
Proof. Let Lo = Y in the construction of the space X in the above Theorem. Using 
the argument given in the proof of Theorem 10 in [9], we can show that there are 
as many as 2’ countable connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn spaces. 
We shall give an alternative proof of this fact. Our proof has the advantage that 
from it we shall conclude that there are 2’ such rigid spaces. 
Lemma 2.4. Let X( a, b) and Y(c, d) be non-homeomorphic countable connected 
almost regular Urysohn spaces, each having the properties listed in Theorem 1.2 and 
Remark 1.4. Then, the corresponding countable connected locally connected almost 
regular Urysohn spaces X and Y (constructed at the beginning of this Section) are 
not homeomorphic. 
Proof. Assume that h:X+ Y is a homeomorphism. Let M = h(X(a, b)), and 
h(a) = a, h(b) = /3. Then the subset M has the following properties: 
(1) M is connected, 
(2) M is locally connected only at Q and p, and 
(3) M-{h(x), h(z)} is connected provided that (h(x), h(z)) # (a, p). 
We shall show that M is actually a homeomorphic copy of Y(c, d), thus giving us 
a contradiction. 
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Consider the following two possibilities: 
(1) a EL,, n 2 1 i.e. a is an nth-level point. Hence there are points p,,_i, qn_, E 
L,,_, such that a E C,(p,_,, q”_.,) which is a homeomorphic copy of Y(c, d). Let 
[P~-L, G-J* denote the set U {N(y): YE C,(p,-,, qn-J)U{pn-,, ~~1. ‘Then, MC 
[p,,_,, qn_,]* for, if not, then M-{p,_,, q,_,} is disconnected while X(a, 6)- 
{Jr-*( p,_i), h-‘(&i)} is connected. Similarly, M n (Li -L,+*) = 0 whenever i 3 
n +2. Since M is locally connected at a while C,( &-II qn-,) is not, it is clear that 
M@ C,(pn-I, qn-I). Hence, there exist points pn, qn EL,, such that Mn 
Cn+i( p,,, 4”) Z 0. If a # pnr qn then M -{ p,,, q,,} is disconnected while its pre-image 
is not. Thus, assume that a = pn. Hence, M n Lncl c (I’,,+,( a, q,,). Also, (M - 
{a, qn}) A C’,(P~_~, qnel) =0 for if not, then M-{p,_,, q,,-l} is disconnected while 
its pre-image is not. Further, by the connectedness of M we have that pn-,, qn_l E’ M. 
Finally, since M is locally connected at j3 we must have that /3 = q,,. Hence, 
M= Cn+i(% P). 
Now applying the above reasoning to h-‘( &,(a, p)), we have that X(a, 6) c 
h-‘(C,,+,(cy, j3))c C which is a homeomorphic copy of X(a, b). It follows that 
h(X(a, 6)) = G+i(a, P), i.e. A4 = G+i(a, P). 
(2) (Y E Lo. Applying the same arguments used in (1) we conclude that M = 
C,(a, P). 
Cases (1) and (2) give us a contradiction. Hence, X and Y are not homeomorphic. 
Using the above Lemma and the fact that there are 2’ non-homeomorphic 
countable connected almost regular Urysohn spaces, we have 
Theorem 2.5. There are as many as 2’ non-homeomorphic countable connected 
locally connected almost regular Urysohn spaces, 
Remark 2.6. Obviously, none of the spaces referred to in Theorem 2.5 are 
homogeneous. The authors leave unanswered the question: Let X be the countable 
connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn space constructed in Theorem 
2.2. Does there exist a dense subset D of X, such that for any pair of elements 
x, y E D, there is an autohomeomorphism h of X such that h(x) = y? 
Section 3 
In this Section we shall give two different methods to construct rigid spaces that 
are countable connected locally connected almost regular and Urysohn. The first 
method may, to some extent, be considered as a global approach, while the construc- 
tion given in the second method may be viewed as a local one. 
Method I 
We proceed as in the construction of a connected locally connected almost regular 
Urysohn space (given at the beginning of Section 2), with LO homeomorphic to 
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some space X(a, b) -{a, b}. In this case, however, each level L,, n E N, is the union 
of a countable number of non-homeomorphic countable connected almost regular 
Urysohn spaces X(Unir b”i), i E N (there are 2’ such spaces by Theorem 1.5). 
Furthermore, X( anir bni) is homeomorphic to X(a,, b,j) iff i = j and n = M. Now 
let Z =U,,.isN X(U,, b”i) and equip it with the topology described in Section 2. As 
in Theorem 1.2, we have that Z is a countable connected locally connected almost 
regular Urysohn space. We claim that Z is a rigid space as well: Let h be a 
self-homeomorphism of Z. Then, by a proof similar to that of Lemma 2.4, we have 
that h(X(U,iy b,i)) = X(U,iy b,i) i, n E N. Let h(x) = y, X, y E X(U”i, b,i). If x Z y, then 
for every z in X(Q, b,i), z # x, y, we have that h(X(x, z)) f X(X, z). This is a 
contradiction. It follows that h is the identity map. 
Method II 
Let X be a countable connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn space. 
Denote the set of regular points of X by DO={rOl, roz,. . . , roi.. . } and let LO= X. 
At each point roi of X attach 2’ homeomorphic copies of X identifying roi with the 
corresponding points in each homeomorphic image of X. 
Let L, be the union of Lo together with all these copies of X attached as above. 
Suppose that we have already defined L,, n EN. 
Let 0, = {r,i: i E N, r”i E L, - L,_l and is a regular point in some homeomorphic 
copy of X}. 
If p,, denotes the nth prime number we attach pf, copies of X at each point rni 
of X by identifying rni with the corresponding points in each homeomorphic image 
of X. Let Y =Uz=o L, and give it to the quotient topology. Then using arguments 
similar to those used in Sections 1 and 2 we have that Y is countable connected 
locally connected almost regular and Urysohn. The dense set D of regular points 
of Y is given by D = lJzzo D,, Y is also rigid: Let h be a self-homeomorphism of 
Y. Note that for each point r”i of D, y -{rJ has p’,+ 1 components. Thus h(r”i) = rmj 
iff n = m and i = j, i.e. h is the identity map on D and hence on Y (since D is dense 
in Y). 
Since there are 2’ countable connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn 
spaces, we have 
Theorem 3.1. There are as many as 2’ rigid spaces that are countable connected 
locally connected Urysohn and almost regular. 
Section 4 
In this final Section, we devote our attention to the following question: For a 
given group G does there exist a countable connected locally connected almost 
regular Urysohn space X such that G is isomorphic to sP(X), the group of 
autohomeomorphisms of X? Results on representing groups by homeomorphism 
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groups are well-known. In [3], J. DeGroot proved that for any group G there exists 
a connected locally connected metrizable space X such that G is isomorphic to 
a(X). In [12], Kannan and Rajagopalan, apart from extending this result of 
DeGroot, obtained several other results on representing roups by homeomorphism 
groups. 
Going back to our question, note that since there are 2Ho = c permutations of a 
countable space, no group of cardinality greater than c is isomorphic to d(X) for 
any countable space X We give a positive answer to the question if G is a countable 
group, by using a method similar to that of DeGroot [3]. For groups of order c, 
the method of DeGroot fails. Nevertheless, we give two instances where the required 
representation is possible and leave open the problem of determining all groups of 
cardinality c than can be represented in the above manner. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a countable group. There exists a countable connected locally 
connected almost regular Urysohn space X such that G is isomorphic to d(X). 
Proof. Following DeGroot [3], we use the fact that G is isomorphic to the 
automorphism group of a coloured directed graph G*, whose vertices correspond 
to the elements of G. All the elements of G unequal to e are taken as generators. 
Now consider an edge E of color s directed from vertex a to vertex b. Choose a 
rigid space Rs(a, p) (constructed in Section 3, Method I), (Y and /3 being elements 
of the rigid space such that R,( LY, p) -{a, p} . 1s connected. Now replace the edge E 
by a homeomorphic copy C,(a, b) of R,(a, /3) with the vertices a and b being 
retained and identified with the images of a and p. We do this for every edge of 
color s replacing them by homeomorphic opies of R,( a, p). Repeat this construction 
for the other colored edges of G* in such a way that the rigid space for colour t is 
not homeomorphic to the rigid space for color s if s # t. 
Equip the resulting space X with the quotient topology. We shall refer to the 
images of the a’s and the p’s as the vertices of X. Note that if p and 4 are distinct 
vertices of X, then X-{p, q} has three components while X-(x, y} has at most 
two components if either x or y is not a vertex. Thus, if @ E a(X), then the vertices 
are permuted among themselves. Also, since our rigid spaces hae no cut points 
@(C,(a, b)) cannot contain points of two different rigid spaces. 
@(C,(a, b)) c C,(p, q) for some color t and vertices p and 4. Similarly, 
@-‘(CAP, q)) c C,(a, b). Thus, WC,(a, b)) = C,(p, q) [s = t since otherwise the 
rigid spaces C,(a, b) and C,( p, q) will be homeomorphic]. This means that the 
homeomorphic copies of each rigid space are permuted among themselves. We 
therefore conclude that G is isomorphic to sP(X). 
Remark 4.2. Since we have as many as 2’ non-homeomorphic rigid spaces which 
are countable connected locally connected almost regular and Urysohn, there are 
just as many non-homeomorphic countable spaces X constructed in the above 
Theorem. 
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Theorem 4.3. Each of the following groups are isomorphic to d(X) for some countable 
connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn space X: 
(a) the permutation group of countably many elements, and 
(b) l-I:-, G, where each group G, is isomorphic to &(X,) for some countable 
connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn space X,. 
Proof. (a) Let Z. denote the discrete space of all integers and let R, and Rz be two 
non-homeomorphic rigid spaces which are countable connected locally connected 
almost regular Urysohn spaces. Also, let ri, Si E Ri, i = 1,2. We shall refer to ri and 
So as the special points of Ri, i = 1,2. Denote Ri by Rt(ri, si). For every pair (m, n), 
m < n, of integers we take a homeomorphic copy Ci(m, n) of Ri(ri, St) and identify 
its special points with m and n, respectively. The quotient space X thus obtained 
is again countable connected locally connected almost regular and Urysohn. Note 
that for every autohomeomorphism h of X, connectedness implies that h(Z) = Z 
and h(Ct(m, n)) = C~(I,(,,,M,(~)), i = 1,2. Also, since R, and Rz are not homeo- 
morphic, the identity homeomorphism is the only homeomorphism which 
keeps the special points Z fixed. Further, if f, g E d(X) are such that flz = gl,, 
then f= g (since RI and Rz are rigid). Putting all these facts together, we 
have that every autohomeomorphism of X corresponds to a permutation of Z and 
conversely every permutation P of Z corresponds to a unique h E d(X) such 
that hi C,(m,nj = f, the homeomorphism between Ci( m, n) and Ct(P( m), P(n)). For 
hE a(X), let q(h) = hjz. Then @ is a l-l map from d(x) onto the permuta- 
tions of Z. It follows that 4(h,o h,)=y(h,)o 4(h,) for all hl, h*E&(X). Hence, 
(a) is true. 
(b) Let X, be a countable connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn 
space such that &(X,) is isomorphic to G,, a E N. Further, let X, not be homeomor- 
phic to X, if a # /3. To each space X, we attach a point 00(a). We define a base 
for the open neighborhoods of cc(a) as follows: Let V be any finite set of vertices 
{u,, 02, * * * 9 u,} of X, (which has countably many vertices connected by rigid spaces). 
Now Nu{a(a)}, NC X,, is a neighborhood of a(a), if 
(1) N is disjoint from every rigid space connecting Ui and Vjy 1 =S i, js m. 
(2) For any pair of vertices u, u ti V, the rigid spaces connecting them are subsets 
of N, and 
(3) If u @ V is a vertex, then N n Rt is a connected neighborhood of u in Rt for 
every rigid space Ri connecting v and ui, 1 s is m. 
For each a the space Y, = X, u {a( a)} is again connected locally connected almost 
regular and Urysohn. Also, Y, is locally connected at a$ a) which is a regular point. 
We now construct a new space by identifying all the points co(a) into a single point 
CO. Equip the resulting space Y with the quotient topology. Y has a unique cut 
point, namely co, and therefore every autohomeomorphism of Y keeps CO fixed. 
Also by connectedness and the fact that Y, is homeomorphic to Ys only if a = P, 
we have h(X,) = X, for all h E a( Y). Clearly, -pP( Y) is in l-l correspondence with 
l-l oeN &(X,). It follows that a(Y) is isomorphic to naSN G,. 
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Corollary 4.4. If G, is a countable group for each CY E N, then noaN G, is isomorphic 
to a(X) for some X where X has the desired properties, In particular, if for each 
(Y E N, 2, is isomorphic to the group of integers, Q, to the group of rational numbers 
and C,( p”) is isomorphic to the group of all the pnrh roots of unity, where p 
is a prime and n E N, then the folowing groups can be represented in the above 
manner: 
We conclude with a list of open problems. 
(1) Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. If G is isomorphic to (X) where 
X is a countable connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn space, is H 
isomorphic to ( Y) for some space Y having the same properties as X? 
An affirmative answer to this question will prove that every abelian group of 
cardinality less than or equal to c is isomorphic to the group of homeomorphisms 
of a space with the above properties. To see this let T denote the unit circle (with 
the usual multiplication) as a subset of the complex numbers. Then T is a divisible 
abelian group and it is easily seen that any abelian group of cardinality less than or 
equal to c is a subgroup of the full direct product of countable copies of T. That T 
is isomorphic to the group of homeomorphisms of a suitable space we note that T 
is a subgroup of HaeN Q, xn, &EN cm(p”)), where all groups in this direct 
product are countable. A parallel question is: 
(2) If G is isomorphic to d(X) for a space X with the required properties and 
N is a normal subgroup of G, can G/N also be represented as the group of 
homeomorphisms of some suitable space with the required properties? 
As a special case of question (1) we have 
(3) Is the direct sum za.a Z, isomorphic to J%!(X) for some space X having the 
required properties? We note that xpSR Z, is isomorphic to a subgroup of n&N Zi. 
If questions (1) and (2) have positive answers, then every abelian group of cardinality 
at most c is isomorphic to d(X) for some space X, since every such abelian group 
is a quotient of CpsR Z,. 
(4) Can the free group on c letters be represented as a(X) for some X with 
the properties mentioned above? If the answers to (2) and (4) are in the affirmative, 
then every group of cardinality at most c is isomorphic to d(X) for a suitable X. 
This is so because every such group is some quotient of a free group on c letters. 
For further information on the above groups see [14]. 
(5) Find all countable spaces X that can be realized as either the quotient or the 
continuous image of some countable connected locally connected almost regular 
Urysohn space Y. 
(6) Given a countable space X and a group G or order SC, does there exist a 
space Y satisfying the conditions given in (5) and also the condition &a(Y) = G? 
(7) Given a group G or order SC, find all those countable spaces X that can be 
realized as in (5) and for which J.%?(X) = G. 
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(8) A topological space (X, T) is called reversible (see [ 181) if it has no strictly 
stronger topology T’ such that (X, T) and (X, I’) are homeomorphic. Equivalently 
(and more importantly), a space is reversible if and only if each continuous one-to- 
one map of the space onto itself is a homeomorphism. 
Find all reversible countable connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn 
spaces (if they exist). Similarly, determine all such rigid spaces (if they exist). 
(9) Rigidity for other classes of maps. A topological space X is said to be rigid 
for a certain class of continuous self-maps, if X admits no such maps except the 
trivial ones (the trivial maps being the identity and the constant maps), see [3] and 
[ 131. Thus, rigid spaces are spaces rigid for homeomorphisms. In Section 3 we 
proved that there are many countable connected locally connected almost regular 
Urysohn spaces which are rigid. Does there exist such spaces X which are rigid for 
each of the following classes of continuous self-maps of X? 
(a) maps onto, (b) maps into, (c) one-to-one maps, (d) bijections, (e) finite-to-one- 
maps, (f) closed maps and (g) perfect maps. 
(10) A set Y of topological spaces is said to be rigid for a certain class % of 
continuous maps if (i) every XE Y is rigid for this class %‘, and (ii) for every distinct 
pair X, Y of spaces in Y the only continuous maps between them are the constant 
maps. See Herrlich [SJ. Determine the sets Y of countable connected locally 
connected almost regular Urysohn spaces which are rigid for each class CG of 
continuous maps (b), (f) and (g) given in question (9). 
(11) If X is a topological space, then S(X) will denote the semigroup of all 
continuous self-maps of X. Let X and Y be any pair of countable connected locally 
connected almost regular Urysohn spaces. 
(a) Find conditions on X, Y such that S(X) embeds as a sub-semigroup of S( Y). 
(b) If S(X) is isomorphic to S(Y), is X homeomorphic to Y? 
(12) Let K be a class of countable connected locally connected almost regular 
Urysohn spaces. A space X which is countable connected locally connected almost 
regular and Urysohn is said to be universal for K if for every Y in K, S(Y) embeds 
as a sub-semigroup of S(X). 
(a) Determine all classes K that have universal elements. 
(b) Can a class K have two or more non-homeomorphic universal elements? 
(13) Let K be as in question (12). A proper subclass Y of K is said to be universal 
for K if every member of K is a subspace of some element of 9. Y is minimal 
universal for K if K is universal for K and no proper subclass is universal for K. 
Does there exist a minimal universal subclass for the class of all countable connected 
locally connected almost regular Urysohn spaces? Are there two or more such 
subclasses which are not equivalent (subclasses Y, and 5f’z are said to be equivalent 
provided that they have the same cardinalities and each X, E Sp, and Y, E 9~ are 
homeomorphic)? 
(14) Let X be a countable connected locally connected almost regular Urysohn 
space. Find all the compact subsets of X. A compact countable Hausdorff space is 
an ordinal number. (See [ 161.) Define the girth of the space X to be max {a : [ 1, a] c 
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X and a is an ordinal number}. If /3 is the girth of X, is [l, p] a subspace of X? 
Also, if X and Y have the same girth does it follow that X is homeomorphic to 
Y? Finally, given an ordinal number y, does there exist a space X whose girth is y? 
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